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John Crowe
Of Kenyon,
By Richard S. West
John Crowe Ransom, former Kenyon professor, founder and editor of
Kenyon Review and renown poet, died in the early morning hours of July 3,
:j74 at his home here. He was 86 years old.
Ransom taught at Kenyon from 1937 to 1958. He "made Kenyon College
a focus of literary ferment", wrote Alden Whitman of the New York
limes. His Kenyon Review brought literally world acclaim for Kenyon. It has
tagged as one oime Desi -- urae" magazines in America and the finest
tftiewofits kind, that being literary criticism. As the leader of the "new
bool" of southern poets, he published six
ieir unique biting quality.
John Crowe Ransom was born in
?daski,Tenn.onApril30, 1888, the
of a Methodist minister. After
rending Nashville secondary
lools, he entered Vanderbilt
tuversity at the age of 15, as a
issics and philosophy major. He
jaduatedwith a BA in 1909, having
wkedas a teacher for two of those
rs to help pay expenses.
For the next three years he
anded Oxford University in
iland as a Rhodes scholar. When
returned to the U.S. in 1913, he
itfor one year at the Hotchkiss
iWlinConn. and then became a
jlty member at his alma mater,
i-ier-
bilt.
In 1919 Ransom published his first
kofpoetry, "Poems about God":
leaf Vanderbilt, he came to lead
small group of southern "new
Ml" poets who called themselves
:e fugitives". In April of 1922,
:i launched a poetry magazine,
irapriately titled " The Fugitive ' ' .
nswell received, yet it had a very
-t-ed circulation and lasted only
and a half years. The two
Jrsin 1925, John Crowe Ransom
:Robert Penn Warren cited the
J that "the fugitives are busy
;le" and "there is no available
:tor to take over the
-- mistration duties", so it folded. Susan
!i outgrowth of his participation or
ie fugitive, "Chills and Fever"
5 published in 1924. Another the
is
-- Ktion of his verse "Two
Piemen in Bonds" came out in
each
'Mr years later his first critical
y "God Without Thunder" was
ished. In 1937 Ransom left
erbilt to accept a teaching
Son at Kenyon upon the urgings
4en President Gordon Keith
iners. Soon after his arrival,
Waters, upon the suggestion from which
:tife, asked Ransom if he would them.
'edita review, published by the
Ransom jumped at the
ce-
- While steps were being taken
rSMize the new venture, Ransom
urne to write "The World's will
(1938). The Kenyon Review
'si in the winter of 1939 as a rate
ly. Though it sometimes put a not
cial burden on the college and in in
about to fold during WW II, of
ws and the board of trustees
'"behind their little review which
quickly gaining an international
Won. While Ransom edited the which
he taueht Enelish and
""SODtlV in 1611 T5
M New Criticism" q nhn.w hp
and four years later, put
-- tier a n anthology of his own work
?'the title "Selected Poems",
sorn organized and
'Patedin the Kenyon School of
' hich met during- - the the
rsof 1948, 1949 and 1950. It Farra symposium of sorts on
fets thecraft, featuring lectures,
-- rses
na seminars exploring its in
(Con't On Page 2)
Ransom,
Dies Here
books of poetry, distinguished by
-'-JIN
-
John Crowe Ransom 1888-197- 4.
House Councils Await
Mandate By Senate
By Nora Pomerantz
The housing proposal which was
created last spring is now in a
transition period, according to Dean
Givens. Within the next month
so the proposal should become
initiated into Kenyon's life style. At
moment, the first step to be taken
the formation of a central House
Council, and separate councils for
house, at the mandate of the
Senate.
NEWS ANALYSIS
Many significant questions,
concerning the new proposal, remain
unanswered until the house councils,
are as yet unformed, answer
The house councils will ideally
consist of interested volunteer
students from each house who will
decide on such matters as
administration of funds. Each house
receive funding from the Student
Council at not more than a per capita
of $5 per student. This funding is
acquired through additional costs
tuition and such, but is the surplus
money from traffic citations
beyond that which the Student Council
needs. The house councils will
decide separately the manner in
they wish to structure the
administration of funds, if not also
specific uses for those funds. The
house councils will also be
responsible for designating the
manner and amount of student
representation in each house, by
floors or classes.
For the current academic year,
college apartments (including
Wilson and LaFever apartments) and
Hall will not be structured into
housing program. Students living
apartments, however, do have the
option of joining the house of their
choice, then becoming eligible for
activities sponsored by that house.
Welcome!
'78 Orientation Opens
150th Year At Kenyon
Rev. Allin Speaks
At Convocation
By Steven Lebow
News Editor
Under a clear sky, with a cool
breeze behind them, the second
largest entering class in Kenyon's
history, poured into Gambier on
September 5, auspiciously beginning
the 150th year of this small, but
remarkable college.
It was one of those late summer
days which by its appearance invited
parents, sons and daughters to stroll
along Middle Path in this serene
village of Gambier, perhaps
forgetting for a moment the chaos
and political upheaval of the recent
past. "It's like paradise", said
Michelle Werner from New York.
"The trees are so beautiful. I
couldn't believe they wouldn't melt.
Where I live, everything green is
either plastic or fiberfoam."
Thursday evening the freshmen
The decision on whether a student
would remain in one house for three
years (excluding freshman year in
freshmen dorms) remains to be
seen; another possibility is that the
population of each house could
change with eachnew year, enabling
students to choose specific houses
according to changing life styles and
friends. The central house council
will decide matters such as this in
the near future.
A significant aspect of the new
housing proposal is the prospect of
faculty affiliation with each house.
The faculty at Kenyon is expected by
the administration to be involved,
(Con't On Page 5)
Varied Backgrounds Make
Up Diverse Class of 78
By Shari Miller
They number 450 young men and
women whose hometowns stretch
from Cleveland, Ohio around the
globe to Singapore. Their interests
vary from the study of invertebrate
zoology to Shakespearean drama.
Binding all of these varied
personalities together is the fact that
they are all members of this year's
freshman class at Kenyon College, a
fact which leads to alternate
moments of joyful independence and
frustrating confusion.
The Class of '78 is the second
largest freshman class in the
College's 150-ye- ar history. The
approximately 180 women and 270
men who entered Kenyon this fall
outnumber last year's freshman by
20 students. Combined with
approximately forty transfer
students, they result in an
overwhelming number of new faces
$
'
- IJWM I II
New students enjoying the Freshman dinner, held Friday night.
attended a picnic on Peirce Hall
lawn, a tradition started in 1938 when
the building burned to the ground.
Friday was spent wandering from
one departmental meeting to
another. The freshmen were faced
with their first minor crisis: course
selection. Many appeared frustrated
at the prospect of fitting their varied
interests into the limitations of four
course selections. Some students
were disgruntled because they'd had
no previous information about
courses from the college. This,
according to some freshmen, caused
rushed and haphazard decisions.
At the convening dinner, the class
of 1978 quickly fell into the spirit of
Kenyon tradition. One freshman
said, "It reminds me of prep
school." Their rendition of
"Philander Chase" was spirited and
by the end of the song they'd begun to
feel a little more comfortable in
their new surrounding.
By Saturday they were deeply
engaged in the oldest of all Kenyon
traditions, registration. Having
made their final choices, the
freshmen resigned themselves and
placed their fate in the hands of a
computer. The freshman sing that
night was further evidence of the
class's character. Idle
(Con't On Page 4)
on campus this year. The freshman
class comes to Kenyon from 28
states and five foreign countries,
which include Switzerland, Belgium,
Italy, Uruguay, and Singapore.
Exactly thirty percent of the students
come from surrounding areas of the
state of Ohio.
Approximately 70 percent of the
Class of '78 attended public high
schools before joining the Kenyon
community. Many students received
assistance from the College's
Scholarship Budget which, at
$550,000, is the highest in Kenyon's
history. The number of financial aid
recipients in the College is also
higher than in past years. An amount
in excess of $200,000 in total aid was
distributed to about 80 members of
the Class of '78, of which about
$120,000 is in the form of
scholarships. The remaining funds
are in the form of loans or work
opportunities on campus.
Changes At
Gund Commons
By Linda Angst
In contrast to the striking figures
cut by modern multi-millio- n dollar
student union complexes on most
college campuses, the social and
recreational facilities at Kenyon
are to say the least somewhat
less spectacular. Of course, such a
modern complex would be rather
ungainly in the midst of rural
Gambier; that, however, is beside
the point.
NEWS ANALYSIS
The size of the student body as well
as that of the campus affords no real
need for such a complex. But until as
recently as last spring, little
progress was made towards
fulfilling the growing social needs of
even this small community.
Previously student organizations
and social gatherings were held in
various sections of Peirce Hall,
including the Shoppes, the television
room and the lounge. The addition of
the Women's College in 1968
initiated the building of the Gund
Commons facilities, which later, it
was hoped, would provide further
areas for social activities. However,
the reading lounge and the game
room were used infrequently and the
potential of those two rooms was
actually wasted.
In 1973, the ad hoc Student
Activities Planning Committee
suggested the renovation of the
Hayes Old Grocery complex and the
Craft Center, located north of the
Health Service, into usable facilities
for the students.
As a result, a student center was
created out of the Hayes complex.
This facility, which began to operate
at the close of last spring, is actually
a multi-purpos- e building with a
theater, a room equipped with tables
and chairs designated for low-ke- y
entertainment, several meeting
rooms and kitchen facilities. It also
houses the Student Council and GEC
offices on the second floor. The
Student Center can seat up to 100
persons and, according to
coordinator Rob Jaffe, is expected to
pick up business in the near future.
(Con't On Page 5)
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John Crowe Ransom
It is with sadness that we note the death of John Crowe Ransom. Ironically,
the news of his passing is coupled in the same issue with the opening of
Kenyon's 150th year, for he more than anyone in the last century helped to
make Kenyon what it is today. He injected a new awareness into this college
that modernized its approach to education. In Kenyon circles, he will never be
forgotten.
The Kenyon Experience
New students will hear much about "The Kenyon Experience" during their
stay at Kenyon. There is no set definition for this phrase nothing you will
find in the college catalog or in the student handbook, though in part it is there.
It is a personal definition and yet, we are sure many students attend Kenyon
for four years and leave with no more knowledge of "The Kenyon
Experience" than when they arrived. It can only be defined by the student who
is searching for it wishing to live his Kenyon years to their fullest, eager to
take advantage of what Kenyon offers. Removed from the fetters of an urban
environment, Kenyon is its own cultural center. One can become involved in
an interest whether it be politics, sports, writing, theatre, photography or
numerous other activities. There is an opportunity to get to know your
teachers as friends and develop new relationships with your peers. "The
Kenyon Experience" is a mixture of these factors. You are the chemist and
"The Kenyon Experience" will be as rich as you choose to make it.
Amnesty: Two Issues
In his efforts "to bring us together", if we may borrow a phrase from a past
era, President Ford has magnanimously granted a conditional amnesty to the
Vietnam War draft evaders and deserters. Some will argue that these men
are criminals who ran away from battle. The battle from which they ran was
the Vietnam War a war that most Americans now conceed was a bad
mistake. These men had the foresight and the courage to say "I will not be a
part of a senseless slaughter. We do not believe they should receive medals
for that action, but we do believe Ford has hit upon a compromise concerning
the fate of these men that will please most Americans.
Now Ford has granted complete immunity to former President Richard
Nixon, a man who obstructed justice and abused government agencies. We do
not believe that this action follows in line with Ford's other decision. Nixon
will pay no penalty as the draft evaders and deserters must. Moreover, Nixon
will be awarded $800,000. for resigning as an honorable President
technically that is. The leader of a people is expected to set an example for the
public to follow. This recent action by President Ford, implies that Nixon was
and still is above the law. What type of precedent will this set? This is a
country of laws not men. We are greatly disturbed and saddened that
President Ford has chosen not to respect it.
Hard Times Ahead
Much of the drama that culminated in the middle of August is now behind us.
Forced from office by his own admission that he had obstructed justice by
covering up criminal activity in his administration, former President,
Richard Nixon is now a private citizen. He leaves without a doubt, the most
deceitful and scandalous administration ever in the history of the United
States. For a man who promised to bring law and order back to the country,
Nixon in the most disgusting way, demonstrated how easy it was to fool the
majority of his own countrymen. Nixon called Watergate "the broadest, but
the thinnest scandal in American History." Yet Watergate and related
misdeeds involved 28 Nixon aids including two former Attorney Generals, a
former Secretary of Commerce, a former Vice-Presiden- t, a former
Secretary of the Treasury and the former Lt. Governor of California just to
mention a few. At best, Nixon can only reminisce on what has been a
remarkable, yet equally disastrous career. Gerald Ford, on the other hand,
has been somewhat less than a distinguished Congressman for twenty-fiv- e
years. Nevertheless, Gerald Ford is a man with a deep sense of integrity and
that goes very far these days.
Ford is President at a time when the economic outlook for the United
It's the "We're entitled to a little fun, too" approach.
Peircing Comments: Fresh Out
By J. A. Gioia
Well pedants, we're back from vacation to again cope with that example
of non-reali- ty known as college life. Joining us this year is yet another bunch
of dewy eyed zipheads to provide grist for our academic mill. Gone are the
sardonic alledged students that were called seniors. If you are lucky, I guess,
within the next year you can see the ghosts of them and other alums, hovering
ill at ease among old spots with young friends. Toss them some change and
lots of pity they are out in the real world. We are not.
Through a set of circumstances
too embarrasing to relate (having
something to do with photographs
that I insist were doctored) I arrived
at the same time as the freshmen.
Their beanies newly brushed;
arriving in Cadillacs or station
wagons with green tinted windows,
they took their first unsteady steps
around campus, usually with two
funny looking older people close
behind. "Ah, to be young again!" I
sighed aloud on a shaded bench.
While I was thusly minding my own
business an unsalted youth, dripping
from behind the ears, walked up with
the guts of a doe and disturbed my
game of jacks.
He put the guts in a messy heap at
his feet. In a voice tottering slightly
above unabashed whimpering, he
asked me where the registrar's
office was. "Up your nose and to the
left", I replied in a calm voice. He
burst into tears and ran away. I
resumed my game. I was interrupted again by a young lady who had already
thrown off les gens of her own age and was on the prowl for a more mature
sort. "You're not in my class are you?" she exhaled as her parabolas settled
next to me. My fingers were beating a quick tattoo on her left kneecap before I
gathered enough presence to draw myself up and inform the sultry wench
exactly what class she was in, and the one in which I was ensconced. "You
beast" she cried, franticly scraping at where my lapels should have been
"you can't leave me like this, after all we just met. " "Nix doll, go peddle your
strawberries elsewhere" I said, exhaling my Camel through clenched teeth.
She went off pouting; looking for another sugar daddy who had already
matriculated. It is for these and other students that I provide this time line.
10,000B.C First Indians avoid the
then much larger hill as it was too
academic.
1635 A.D. First White man sees the
area. He is unimpressed.
1720 Spain, France and England
fight over the territory; each one
insisting it belongs to someone else.
1790 Because of a slow leak in the
new union, the land gets its first
serious homesteaders. They go
elsewhere for good times.
1791 Cows arrive for good.
1823 Philander Chase collects
money from important Englishmen
in order to build a fabulous resort
hotel in the Ohio hills.
J. A. Gioia
1825 The discovery of beaches in
Miami, Florida makes Chase decide
to build a school instead.
1831 After the building of Old
Kenyon and the first few years of
classes, Chase leaves for good. He
leaves behind the institution he
fathered and several lengthy unpaid
bar tabs.
1897 Rosse Hall burns
ground. Rebuilt.
1949 Old Kenyon burns
ground. Rebuilt.
1973 This senior class
before it, burns to the
Replaced.
to the
to the
like all
ground
States and the rest of the world is as bleak as 1932. For obvious reasons one
cannot rejoice over the fact that this country has survived the impeachment
storm with honor. Whether we have emerged stronger after our seemingly
"therapeutic operation" is questionable. For too long Americans have
ignored the unsavory issues of widespread corruption in government,
campaign reform, military abuses and a precarious economy. After
Vietnam, we certainly needed a breather. But, during a twenty month period
the U.S. has witnessed an economic crisis of terrific preportions. On Wall
Street the market value of common stocks listed on the New York Stock
Exchange has fallen in excess of 250 billion dollars. On the American Stock
Exchange, the predicament is much worse. With the current annual rate of
inflationatll.8percent,theU.S. cannotafford to hold tight and hope for the
best. France, Great Britain, Japan and Israel have annual inflation rates of
13.5 percent, 16 percent, 24 percent and 38 percent respectively. Controls on
wages and prices are necessary to curb what has become an extremely
unwieldy world economy. Arthur Burns, Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board sounded the alarm: "If long continued, inflation at anything like the
present rate would threaten the very foundation of our society." So much for
normalcy. Hard times, indeed, loom ahead.
Larson Files Suit
Against Kenyon
By Peter Meyer
A former female faculty member,
Ms. Joan Larson, has filed suit io
Federal Court charging the college
with sex discrimination in it's salary
system.
The suit, filed July 3rd in
Columbus, claims that Kenyon has a
salary policy which classifies
employees according to sex in
violation of the Fair Labor Standards
Act.
Ms. Larson was hired in January,
1971, as a visiting instructor at i
yearly rate of $8000 and promoted ti
Assistant Professor with a $700 pay
increase upon completion of her
doctorate. At the same time, a naif
with a masters degree was hired ai
$10,200 and another male, holding
only a bachelors degree, washiredat
$9000 per year, the suit charges.
According to Ms. Larson, in jobs
requiring equal skill, effort
responsibility, and performed under
similar working conditions, males
with the same or less qualifications
were paid more.
The suit asks U.S. District Coun
to declare Kenyon's pay policies
unlawful, and to award lie'
compensatory back pay, W1L
interer.t and attorney's fees.
Ransom Dead
(Con't From Page 1)
different facits and led by suet
luminaries as Allen Tate, Delmo
Schwartz, Robert Lowell
numerous other leading citizens'
the literary community.
In 1955 a collection of Ransom
writings came out under the title8
"Poems and Essays". At the age"
70, Ransom retired from teacMjj
of
and turned over the editorship
review to a protege and frn,e'
student, Robie Macauley. I" .
retirement, Ransom continued
--
poetry readings given on i
college campuses throughout
country, his last on ours in thespr
of 1971.
,r
The awards and honors -
numerous. He was elected men
of The National Institute of Arts '
Letters and was admitted in l9
the American Academy of Arts
Letters, an exclusive honor
society limited to fifty members- -
has received a national book a
(1964) and the Bollingen prize (
both for poetry. Ransom waSrfal
awarded the Emersom-T- h rf
medal of the American Academ.
Arts and Sciences.
. i -- ri o wife. Ku
'
Mr. Kansom nas itn
his sister, Annie Phillips Ra"s
Lebanon, Tenn.; a daughter,
Helen Forman, a Gambier res
two sons, David R. of Lafaye"6,
and John J. of Galena;
grandchildren and tw0
grandchildren.
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he sat upon a hill and bowed his head
under a riddle, and in a deep surmise
that he likened himself unto those dead
iv hpc nf Hpnvpn snliritpfi with swept rrips
vm t,lc
John Crowe
Necrological RANSOM
Compiled by Richard S. West
John Crowe Ransom was a man of
irjed talents and great
nevements. During his 86 years,
Hsatone time or another, a poet,
ntic an editor and a teacher. His
;nds and colleagues recall in
.passages, a man who indelibly
aismark on Kenyon College and
:e literary world.
The Poet
John Crowe Ransom is
"jestionably one of the most
jinalofthe present day poets",
-.-ite Louis Untermeyer in 1964.
geowes nothing to anyone, his low-- .
..jjed and unique utterance has no
aterpart. Wit, whimsicality,
raess masKing lenuei nebs, iu
affected and sidelong grace
jse everything he touches.lt is a
h. a charm, which I recognized
ininhis eariy ana sumewuai jaw
sbs About God, a first book which
followers have forgotten and
:cb Ransom is determined to
set.
imaycavil at some of Ransom's
-- acal and sometimes ex cathedra
illusions in prose, but I respect,
jure re-rea- a ana never are oi
asom the poet in all his guises and
nises."
Stephen Spender, reflecting on a
acitic type of Ransom's poetry,
:te: "In his poems about personal
lationships men and women
;:er the bland surface, there is
iivs the gleam of the knife that
Is, the horror read between the
:;s.
ithink that Ransom's work like
surly Robert Frost is curiously
:;etocertain English poetry of the
ii!y part of the century Edward
"::mas, Walter de la Mare. But it is
deeply realistic than theirs.
'i Ransom the poetry leads back
-- J i tragic sense of personal life;
ra theirs the life leads into
doling poetry."
Wmore Schwartz wrote this
"iiseof Ransom on the occasion ofj "3th birthday: "His poems have
'aained important in the one truly
-- ijbitable way that poetry can
'siain important: namely, they have
-- nread again and again by other
wis."
' In the last analysis," wrote
L-
-r Olson, "I suppose we judge a
by the experiences which he
-- rs; experiences which, but for
'--
M'e should not have had; by the
Slityand depth and range of these;
"ty estimating how much poorer
4 ' . i
i -
- .'J 'T
hi Hi
.
,
. v
The head staff of The Kenyon Review posed for this portrait at its founding.
From left to right: Philip Blair Rice, J.C.R. and Norman Johnson.
we should be if he never had written.
Range I will not claim for Ransom's
poetry, at any rate in the sense in
which we say that Chaucer and
Shakespeare and Browning have it;
but on all other points he comes out
very well indeed. There is no doubt
that we should have been sensibly
poorer if he had never written, for
the world he creates is a valuable one
and I can think of no one else who
could have created it."
The Critic
On the 25th anniversary of the
Kenyon Review, Rene Wellek wrote,
"... Mr. Ransom . . . has gone his
own way as a critic. He has nothing of
the leader or head of a school (even a
singing school) about him. He
changes his mind quickly, he
experiments with theories, he
invents new terms and discovers new
problems with the fire of youth. He
grows and refuses to be pinned down,
least of all by a self-invente- d label
and not even by his own pupils.
Though a speculative mind, he is
always concerned with the concrete.
He cares for things, for what he
called "the thingness" of things, as
he is essentially a poet in love with
the world's body.
"We must not think of him as a
patriarch or the founder of a school
of criticism. He is a model only in the
sense in which he defined art as "the
freest and fullest and most
K'nm Summer School of Englis-h- 1950. Back row: Arthur Mizener,
Lowell (40), Kenneth Burke, Delmore Schwartz. Front row: Philip
1te' William Empson, J.C.R. , L.C. Knight and Charles M. Coffin.
sympathetic
experience"
image of the human
The Editor
Arthur Mizener, frequent
contributor of the Kenyon Review,
wrote: "Mr. Ransom's distinction as
a poet is widely recognized but not, it
seems to me, his greatness as an
editor . . . The Kenyon Review under
Mr. Ransom was the focus of literary
energy of its time; and the Kenyon
Review was John Crowe Ransom. He
not only invented the magazine, he
practically invented many of its
writers, giving them a conception of
their function they would not
otherwise have had and providing an
imaginative sympathy that could
make you feel you simply had to do
your best because here was an editor
who would understand your best and
appreciate what it cost you."
Robie Macauley, Kenyon Review
editor following Ransom,
commented on the Ransom Review.
"The Review's great virtue was its
aptitudefor taking a fresh critical
look at anything or anybody in our
literature. Journalists who aren't
capable of reading very carefu':
have sometimes dismissed the
Review as an "academic journal".
They could not conceive that a
magazine written largely by people
who teach literature could by
anything but a series of classroom
lectures in print. But this, of course,
was not true. The best work of the
Ransom Review was anti-academi- c
that is, anti-textboo- k and
anti-pedan- t. I think that it has
contributed considerably toward the
disappearance of the kind of teacher
whose mind is a fungus of footnotes
growing on the underside of a text."
The Teacher
Cleanth Brooks reflects back on
his college days when Ransom was
teaching at Vanderbilt. "When I
came to Vanderbilt University in the
fall of 1924, I soon heard of John
Crowe Ransom and he became very
quickly a decisive force in my
college career . . . For me, Mr.
Ransom (along with the other
members of the group that he led)
embodies the literary life. One felt
the authority of its presence all the
more just because there was no
Bohemian swagger, nothing of the
romantic glamour which I knew at
second and third hand through books,
no literary airs and posturing.
"I had found a new hero and I
became a hero-worshipp- er though
it was a long time before I was willing
ft. , mih.
SI
John Crowe Ransom
to admit it to myself but my
worship was based upon the most
solid evidence possible: upon the fact
of an accomplishment that shone with
a quiet radiance, a radiance that
could live with quotidian affairs and
undimmedby the little trafficking of
hum-dru- m life in a provincial city.
John Crowe Ransom . . . was much
too modest ever to realize how
powerful was the influence that he
quietly exerted. But I felt it,
decisively, and I suspect that in the
Vanderbilt of the Twenties I was only
one of many who did."
"He regularly taught a course in
modern poetry and when the
department was hard-presse- d he
would take on a section of
freshmen", wrote Denham Sutcliffe,
a Kenyon professor. "Those young
men must have had the most
distinguished freshmen instructor in
the country. He often moved over into
the department of philosophy to teach
aesthetics, which he did under strong
influence from Kant and from
Bernard Bosanquet. He did another
kind of teaching, too, which I suspect
few know about but its beneficiaries.
Students were forever taking him
their early attempts at imaginative
writing and begging criticism. The
commonest and sternest of
criticisms seem to have been the
remark that the manuscript was
"Mighty fine, mighty fine." (The
remark of course made in
jil.lUt:'.'-- : ti
in the late 1940's.
Tennesseean, which I don't know how
to spell.) The remark and the
attention were enough in many cases
to encourage the man to go on and
earn his own share of fame. The
results of that kind of teaching
earned Kenyon a high reputation as a
producer of writers, and I have met
many people who thought it was done
in "writing courses". Well it wasn't;
it was done by courtesy and kindness
and by that greatest of pedagogical
methods, the power of example."
Sutcliffe adds, though, that "John
wasn't always a gentleman." "I have
in mind his conduct on the croquet
court. Ordinary mankind, having
struck an opponent's ball, puts a foot
on his own ball and knocks the
opponent's ball a few yards off. Not
John. He would knock the opponent in
front of the next wicket; take his own
ball through; hit the opponent again;
proceed to the next wicket; repeat.
He would carry the opponent all the
way to the stake, never, of course, --
taking him through the wicket. And
then, having securely won the game,
he would knock the opponent's ball
into Licking County. I have seen the
tea-and-toa- st variety of croquet
players reduced to nearly to tears."
Neighbor and fellow professor
Gerrit H. Roelofs wrote:
"Everywhere he has lived in
Gambier, Mr. Ransom has planted a
(Con't on Page 4)
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Ransom teaching a class during the School of English (1950).
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RANSOM Intrafraternity WorkshopAims To Solve Problems
fCon't From Page 3)
lose garden. They have neither been
blasted nor have they faded untimely.
Long after Mr. Ransom left the first
house he lived in here on College
Park, his roses still bloomed. For
all whom he has taught, they will
continue to bloom."
The Man
"... There can hardly be many
living Americans who have done
more for American life and letters
than Ransom, in making life lively
and letters literary," wrote C.
Northrop Frye. He is a most original
and distinguished poet something
of a victim of anthologies, it is true,
which keep reprinting the same three
or four poems and do not give their
readers much sense of variety of his
work, but a poet whose best work is
unforgetable. As a critic, he has
added a whole new dimension to the
appreciation of literature and to the
techniques of reading it with
understanding. It is possible to be a
fine poet and still be a perverse
crank, but Mr. Ransom's teaching
and personal influence have always
been completely healthy, an
influence which makes the subject
primary and the personality
secondary. A character in Bernard
Shaw remarks how disastrous it is
when a man of genius is not also a
man of honor; a student of Mr.
Ransom's, in any capacity, is
impelled to reflect how fortunate it is
when a man of genius is also a man of
dedication."
It seems fitting to end with the
words of Robie Macauley, a student
of Ransom's, The Kenyon Review
editor following Ransom's
retirement and his friend:
It's impossible for me to try to
sum up Mr. Ransom in a few
paragraphs, or even a few pages. He
was a rare kind of man, one of the few
real originals I have ever known, and
he was a wonderful system of
personal paradoxes.
Much of the time, he was an
indifferent teacher. I remember the
days when he'd simply read aloud a
story from The Saturday Evening
Post in order to avoid having to say
anything during that class period. If
he were bored with the author we
were supposed to be discussing, he
would be boring, too. But, perhaps
half-a-doze- n times in the course of a
semester, we'd arrive at a book, an
author, or a poem that engaged his
mind. At that point he would suddenly
become a great teacher. A student is
lucky if the usual sort of professor
has an original thought once a year.
X
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Ransom and Macauley discuss The Kenyon Review on it's 25th birthday.
V
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Lionel Trilling and Mr. Ransom converse at the Heritage Conference in 1946.
When his heart and mind were on the
subject, Mr. Ransom could produce
an idea both original and
accurate at will, and thus
illuminate matters as only a great
teacher can.
The Kenyon Review, during his
twenty years of editorship, published
a lot that was either unreadable or
immediately forgettable. (It happens
to all editors, and I have my own sins
to remember.) Yet, all in all, it was
the first-rankin- g American literary
journal for about two decades and
Mr. Ransom published most of the
poets, most of the critics and a few of
the fiction writers who made their
mark on that era.
He was a scholarly critic with an
excellent grasp of philosophy and the
classics and yet he suggested that
good poetry and prose were matters
too important to be left to the
scholars, thereby driving whole
English departments into a rage. He
(and the other "new critics" who
appeared in the Review) suggested
that it was far more rewarding to
read a work of literature with one's
intelligence than with one's card-catalogu- e.
The whole Ph.D system
shook and shuddered at the thought
(though the system finally won by
boiling the new criticism long enough
to make it harmless and then
digesting it).
Only when John Crowe Ransom
was writing poetry did all the
paradoxes and ironies become
conscious work they made up his
style. Within a very small space, he
was a splendid poet, perhaps one of
the best American poets. It's a verse
that's quirky in style, often antique in
its language, paradoxical in thought
and image and in the end when you
have learned to cope with these
devices deadly true.
He gave Kenyon a kind of
importance it had never had before
and, for my generation at least,
Kenyon will never be the same
without him.
Robie Macauley
Mr. Ransom in retirement (1971).
By Tom Clements
President of Delta Phi
Tradition is an integral part of the
fraternity experience. In this time of
change many Kenyon fraternities
have naturally been attempting to
holdfast to countless aspects of the
traditional life on The Hill. Recent
years have proved difficult for the
fraternity system in that they have
produced atomization and alienation;
that is, atomization of the fraternity
unit and alienation of these men's
groups from the rest of the college.
In the 1974 Interfraternity
workshop these were the two
problems most emphasized. It was
set up by Steve Grant and Rick Miller
and took place from Wednesday the
4th of Sept. to Friday the 6th. It
consisted of much seminar-lik- e
interaction between the various
fraternity representatives and some
administration officials and faculty
members. In searching for solutions
to these problems, many topics were
covered. Specifically: Frat. Alumni
relations, The Housing System,
Women's groups and fraternities,
and the new Open Rush.
After the buffet dinner the evening
of the 4th Dean Edwards started off
the workshop advocating the
fraternity system at Kenyon all the
while elaborating how he saw the
pros and cons of fraternity life in
Gambier. He gave his audience of
frat. representatives, as he put it,
"the good news and the Bad"
concerning the future. He presented
an ominous view for such paths taken
as narrowness of definition and slack
group administration. He spoke
favorably, however toward what the
system potentially offers, socially in
the way of parties and educationally
in its ability to provide student
participation in community
responsibility. He was optimistic
that the good news would take care of
the bad.
For the next two days discussion
ranged from such subjects as the
tightening of fraternity managing and
finance to the more social concerns
of women on campus. Dean Givens
led an afternoon talk focused on the
plight of women and the "Greek"
organization at Kenyon. In an attempt
to reconcile the immediate social
problem of men and women, she
chided the fraternity way of blanket
invitation to women for Rush parties
and the like, and encouraged the use
01 more personal invitatic-procedures- .
In turn, she urged ft-wom- en
to stop relying on the mem- -
fill out the party calendar and tobnfi
up their own system, for instant:
through such groups as the Ham
Moore soc. Finally, she asked tt
fraternities to give concrete backit
to the development of thes
organizations.
Subsequent talks were conducts
by Mr. Omahan as he touched c-mainten- ance
and Housing (prescie-o- f
upcoming complaints), Mr. War-a- s
he related his undergrade
experience with a less party oriente-fra- t
system, and the A D Nat
representative Robert Price wt
gave an effective "sell" concerns
National and Alumni-Loca- l relation
embellishing his speech with soc
very active stories of yesterya
Kenyon.
There were three seminar grot;:
to close the program. Theydealtr;;
Housing, Women on campus, ar:
Fraternity Finance. The mo;
energetic of these meetings wast
second mentioned. Leaders wer:
Elsie Watkins, Dean Givens, Be:
Omahan, and Tom Turgeon. Here, c
say the least, there were somever;
strong, healthy outbursts of opinioc
with one member advocating co-e- :
living on The Hill and another pulls
for the right of fraternities a::
independents to have an option all
male living quarters such as bar:
developed in Old Kenyon over tfe
years. However, much was resolve:
when all present agreed that there l--a
need for women to get their
deserved choice to take part in w!a:
Mr. Turgeon called "the more
ceremonial end of campus." Tfe
final note was one calling for tt;
settlement of degree and
necessary logistical problems.
Hopefully one answer is to be foe:
in the new IFC committee on Housa
proposed by Rick Miller. It is tot
set up independent of IFC and i-- work
out a proposal by the end ol tte
semester.
In short, the general consents
from the workshop members sees
to have been that there is a strca
nppri fnr rnmnrnmisp While
various men's groups must atte::
the definite and positive trends o-for- mer
fraternity life, they
also become not just a part, but t
encouraging part, of the ner
Kenyon. The thrustof the recent IFC
workshop indicates that such an et.
is truly realizable.
Orientation Begins Kenyon's 150th
(Con't From Page 1)
upperclassmen stood around and
cheered while the freshmen sang
Kenyon's songs with all the spirit
they could muster. Dr. Schwartz was
moved enough by their enthusiasm to
join their ranks in singing the final
rendition of "Philander Chase".
On Sunday the opening convocation
officially marked the beginning of
Kenyon's sesquicentennial year.
Richard L. Thomas, Vice Chairman
of the Board of Trustees, announced
a 17 million dollar fund drive for
Kenyon's building needs. This
included renovation of Rosse Hall
and the construction of a new drama
center. The trustees expect to
collect 5 million dollars in the next
three years and have already
acquired four hundred thousand
dollars.
The work on Rosse is expected to
be completed next September. Mr.
Paul Newman, noted actor and
Kenyon alumnus, has agreed to chair
the sub-committ- ee in charge of the
drama center construction and will
direct the first production held
there.
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President Copies addressing the audience at convocation.
The large crowd greeted these
announcements enthusiastically.
After speeches by President Caples
and the Right Reverend John M.
Allin, Presiding Bishop of the
Episcopal Church, the convocation
formally ended. The freshmen went
back to their dorms, or strolled
through Gambier. Orientation was
over. Classes lay ahead.
--
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1EFIREMANS BALL (Color, 1968,
joins.) A foreign film directed
written by the Czech director
J os Forman, best known for his
--filistic comedies. His other films
.(Peter and Paula (1964), A Blonde
--
Love(1965) and Taking Off (1971).
jje firemen of a small Czech
."jgestagea ball in honor of their
.--
ed chief, but the old man is quickly
.-c-
ottenas the affair gives way to a
rrent of catastrophies.
il DESK SET (Color, 1957, 104
ys.) Directed by Walter Lang.
Spencer Tracy is cast as an
iJciency expert installing an
iectronic brain in a television
search department; Katherine
epburn as the department head who
sirs that she and her staff are being
efUced by it.
CCKEY ONE (Color, 1965, 93
as.) Directed by Arthur Penn,
no enjoyed commercial success
r.lhis later film Little Big Man
:;:o).
Warren Beatty stars in the title
le of the story of a man in
ssperate flight from life, as a night
; entertainer, whose future has
ten foreclosed by the mob. The
irima builds to its climax in stark
itmare terms as he gravitates
irk to show business and starts
Ijnbing to the top, not knowing if the
wtlight on him is a routine stage
lector a means of setting him up as
arget.
For movie times see Along Middle
t
:iJay, Sept. 13th
I
The Jewish service will be held in
t College Chapel at 5:15 p.m.
The Kenyon Film Society will show
TteFireman's Ball" in Rosse Hall
Sinning at 8:00 p.m., followed by
Little Rascals in "Helping
andma", and "The Desk Set" at
0:00 D.m.
M!urday, Sept. 14th
Heidelberg College meets our
cer team on Falkenstine Field at
:2 30 a.m.
The Kenyon Lords play their first
'jtball game against Bethany
Allege at 1:30 p.m. on McBride
field.
The KFS presents "Mickey One"
''8 00 p.m. in Rosse Hall, followed
D
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A scene from "The Fireman Ball'
Councils Await Mandate
(Con't From Page 1)
unless certain house councils
determine a lack of desire, on the
part of the students. House councils'
lists of hopeful faculty affiliates plus
faculty members' preferences will
be weighed to create the final
program; it will be the house
councils, working with faculty, who
will decide the scope of faculty
involvement in houses. The
participating faculty will include
trustees and emeriti faculty, not
merely the college professors.
A rumor that all houses will be
coeducational is unfounded
according to Dean Givens, for this
year at least. Students living in
apartments this year who do not join
.ALONG MIDDLE PATH.
by the Little Rascals in "Helping
Grandma" and "Firemans Ball" at
10:00 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 15th
At8:00a.m.in the College Chapel,
Holy Communion will be held.
Followed at 11:00 by the Morning
Prayer and Sermon. At 5:00 p.m.
Catholic Mass will take place.
The Ascent of Man "Lower than
the Angels" will be shown in the
Biology Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
Also at 8:00 p.m. the KFS will
present "The Desk Set" at Rosse
Hall. The Little Rascals in "Helping
Grandma" and "Mickey One" will
follow.
A 6R17J.UED OLD 6-fiEE- Ic Afibies tWO THE
rwouL hamlet op (rtriaiez out dm,
CENT ANO rsEQLe AHU NOftc rnt iick
POd. tfAVlN FE(rf0EO pfATH W TjE
COURSE OF p.,00 YEA...
a house will be expected to join for
the year '75-'7- 6. Dean Givens stated
that the new housing system will
accommodate all students by the next
school year; people opposing the life
style suggested by the new proposal
will have no options but to join, if only
affiliated on a token basis.
Questions such as 1) will a student
be allowed to move from his house
and 2) will there be a separate lottery
for each house remain to be
answered by the house councils.
Dean Givens encourages students to
watch Newscope for coming
developments, and if interested, to
join the central br the separate house
councils in the near future.
Monday, Sept. 16th
The Faculty meets in
Philomathesian Hall at 4:10 p.m.
At7:00 p.m. in Ascension 108 the
Debating Society will hold its first
meeting.
The Production Meeting for two
student-directe- d plays, "Suddt-nl- y
Last Summer" and "The Victim",
will conveneat7:30p.m., place to be
announced.
Wednesday, Sept. 18th
"Early Recognition and Diagnosis
of Learning Disabilities" a
film lecture series sponsored by the
Elementary Tutoring Service will be
shownat7:00p.m. in Ascension 201.
Orchestra rehearsal begins at
8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
HE MS GtfWFO THE FOR.1
OP THE WrJO$, TriVtiOERiVCr
RAWS, AND ASSORTED fiPRllS
SO AS TO KEfilCH...
Monday, September 16
Gund Commons Lounge
7:30 p.m.: 8:00 p.m.:
Beg. Swim. Jogging
Beg. Tennis Bowling
Phys. Fitness Gymnastics
Golf Canoeing
Cycling
Camping
First Aid
Changes At Gund Commons
(Con't From Page 1)
The Craft Center, a former home
of the late John Crowe Ransom, is
presently being prepared for student
use. When completed and when the
needs of the students are made
known, the center will probably have
a sewing room, studios for sculpting
and painting, a darkroom and an all-purpo- se
room, which may be used by
organizations or individuals for
private parties, etc. The Craft
Center has also allotted several
rooms to organizations such as the
Children's Theater which has a
dressing room there and the Pottery
Club which has its own equipment and
a firing kiln. Coordinator Peter
Lentz, who also occupies an
apartment in the building, foresees
greater student usage of the
facilities.
As for the Gund Commons rooms,
the old reading lounge has been
converted this summer into a
Recreation Lounge, with coin-operate- d
pool tables and pin ball
machines and other games. A
television and lounge furniture also
occupy the room. The old game room
Peirce still maintains a great bulk
of the student organizations and
activity centers; however, the social
centers are more scattered over
campus, unlike the centralized
unions of most schools. There are
several advantages to this. It now
gives students at the north end
facilities which are closer at hand,
perhaps making them feel less
isolated from the Hill and what is
usually thought of as the center of
most social activity at Kenyon.
Furthermore, the snack bar when
completed and the new Recreation
Lounge offer different atmospheres
from the Shoppes and the Peirce pool
room. In this way Kenyon's social
facilities are given more of a
diversified atmosphere, suiting the
tastes of different individuals.
is presently being constructed into a
snack bar facility, which will replace
the Shoppes as far as serving most
foods. However, it will not sell beer.
The Shoppes will act more in the
capacity of a pub serving smaller
snack selections and operating only
in the evenings.
Pete's Aviation Service
Wynkoop Airport Mt. Vernon
Learn-To-Fly-
"
Student Rates
Cessna 150's at 12 hr. Solo 20 hr. Dual
(Call now for free intro flite)
Skylane service to Port Columbus
3 Pax baggage ... $25 ...
Free Local Pick-u- p & Delivery
393-120- 6
My. nur ir
Loots TEDIOUS
)CLEyf RUSE
vjf
THERE IS A
PSYCHOPATH
tfapdh
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Lords Host Bethany
I) A 1 For Season Opener
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Collegian Sports
Soccer '74
Mueller, Block, Haskell Return
To Lead Charge Against Heidelberg
By Tom Toch
The 1974 Kenyon soccer program got
under way on Thursday, September
5. This year's team must overcome
several obstacles if it is to repeat
last season's fine performance of
eleven wins and two losses.
The first task is to mold a new
team in an inordinately short period
2 O iJf.
,
The soccer team practicingfar its first game of We season with Heidelberg
College on Saturday. Collegian Photo S.S.
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and Sloan lead huddle. Collegian Photo S.S.
The Kenyon
of time. Operating on a small budget,
the team could afford only three days
ofpre-schoo- l camp. The problem is
compounded by a change in the school
calendar. This year school has
started a week later but the schedule
remains unchanged, with the first
game on September 14th.
The second job Coach Zak faces is
to replace players lost to graduation.
7'
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This is especially true of the forward
line. Leading scorers Stewart Peck
and Neil Bloomberg are gone as well
as Doug London, a fine right wing.
On the plus side, a nucleus of last
year's team is returning. Co-capta- in
Eric Mueller should again be the
center of the defense at center
fullBack. Steve Block and Rich
Haskell also return at fullback. Rich
Kurtz and Larry Michael return to
the midfield after good seasons as
freshmen.
Offensively, Co-capta- in Dave
Newell provides speed,
aggressiveness and experience at
left wing. Jim Crowley returning at
left inside after nine goals last
season should have another fine
season. Art Milnor, a transfer from
Ithica College, and Chuck Kulinski,
injured much of last season, should
play a lot at right inside. Senior Stu
Alcorn returns at right wing where
Jim Boswell should see action as
well. Tom Torh, an inside last
season, has been moved up to fill the
center position vacated by Stewart
Peck.
Thus far the competition in the
goal has been intense. Eight players
are vying for the position. Last
year's substitute, sophomore Loring
Bowen, faces competition from
upper classmen Paul Abbey and Dave
Kridler as well as from some
outstanding freshmen.
This year's freshmen turnout
seems to be the strongest in the last
few years. Over forty freshmen are
out for the team. Thus far as a group
they have played enthusiastically and
aggressively with some showing the
skills to move on to the varsity in the
near future.
As the Lords open their season on
Saturday, September 14th against
Heidelberg they carry into the game
a six-gam- e winning streak, including
the championship of the first Mid-We- st
Liberal Arts Schools
Tournament.
Game time is 10:30, not 2:00 as
listed on some schedules.
By Keith MacFie
Under the direction of head coach
Phil Morse, the Kenyon Lords
football team will begin their 1974
season on Saturday, September 14 by
hosting Bethany College. It will be
the first of six home games for the
team this year. The team will be
young with only three seniors and
eight juniors playing; all are
returning lettermen. At the present
moment injuries are the problem,
with many key personnel on both the
offense and the defense sitting out.
By Saturday, however, most of these
people should be ready to play.
Bethany will be a tough opening test
with 35 returning lettermen and a
squad of approximately 65 players.
The following weeks will be no easier
as the Lords face teams from
Otterbein, Wooster, and Mount
Union. Success will depend on quality
and not quantity; also upon the
continued health of the team as a
whole.
Offensively the team will be led by
the OAC's top quarterback, Pat
Clements. Clements will be throwing
many of his passes to Mark Leonard
and Jim Myers, two of the OAC's top
u ,V' -- : -
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Football action during scrimage. Collegian Photo S.S.
O.A.LS. W. Bars Men
From Women Sports
By Tom Ford
Women students at Kenyon will be
permitted to participate in
previously all-mal- e sports this year
for the first time.
According to Newscope, the Ohio
Athletic Conference, which governs
men's sports at Kenyon, has
removed the word "male" from its
general regulations.
The Ohio Association of
Interscholastic Sports for Women,
however, has not removed the word
"women" from it's regulations.
Because of this, male students at
Kenyon are barred from
participation in female sports.
The only sports women will not be
permitted to participate in are
football and wrestling, as outlined in
The Title IX federal regulations
which govern all scholastic sports.
The Title IX regulations have not
as yet been completed, but the rules
now in effect require equal
opportunity for men and women to
participate in sports.
"Nobody seems to know exactly
what Title IX will say. It's pretty
vague," said Karen L. Burke, of the
physical education department here.
"We're pretty much in compliance
with the law right now," she said.
receivers last year. The lino
have returning lettermen in
mena, ueorge Guzauskas, jic
xacKee, iat wnue, andGree Kalif,,,
Placekicking will continue to be th;
job of Giovanni DiLalla with R,,ti
Cunningham as holder; both ari
returning lettermen.
Defensively the Lords will haVf
quite a few people returning thi
year. The backfield sees lettermet
Mike Kennedy, Jim Townsend and
Kevin McCafferty back in the ranh
On the line, in addition to Leonard
and Guzauskas, there will
lettermen Bruce Broxterman, KkI
Levengood, John Polena, Denny Hall
Craig Davidson, and Bill Morgan.
Other players who will see a great
deal of action this year include
Sophomores Ken Nugent, Keiti
MacFie and Dennis Taylor
Freshmen Ed Brokaw, jaci
Forgrave, Buddy Gollwitzer, Kevii
Hawke, Bob Jennings, John Klein
Kip Kline, Paul Klug, Warren
Martin, Joe McLary, Ben Medley
Jamie Northcutt, Dave Ray, Mike
Sarap, Greg Shell, Bruce Sprague
The rest of the coaching staff
includes: Dick Sloan, Don White
Tom McHugh, and Bill Heiser.
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Departmental policy, said Miss
Burke, is that men may n'1
participate in women's sports
Women, however, will be permitted
to participate in men's athletics.
"We don't feel it's in conflict!"
Title IX," said Miss Burke, "We are
working within the OAC policy. W
Title IX is official we will then make
necessary adjustments."
According to Philip J. Morse,
Chairman of the Physical Education
department, there have been M
major revisions in Kenyon's sports
policy as a result of either Title IX or
the OAC action.
There are presently ten varsity
sports for men and five for women at
Kenyon. Both Miss Burke and Mr-Mors- e
see this as adequately
"meeting the needs of the students,
both male and female."
An intramural swim club will be
set up at Kenyon this year for women
"In addition," said Mr. Morse,
"women will be permitted on uV
men's swimming team."
Coach Morse said that if
interest proves to be a prolong
one, Kenyon could have a women
s
varsity swim team as well.
Both Mr. Morse and Miss Burke
said they believed it would be best
have two separate teams rather than
co-recreatio- nal teams.
